Minutes from the AGM 2019.
Meeting starts 8.03 pm
Paul Smith (PS) welcomes everybody to the Agm and
asks for a 1-minute silence for the people who have past
away during the year.
Treasury report- PS unfortunately Rob Dyer (RD) left us
3 months ago, as he couldn’t give his time due to work
commitments.
P.S
Purely golfing expenditures,
 Gold Letters
 Carpet for the hall
 Course improvements (winter holes/cups/ cutter,
stroke savers, putting green flags
 Buffet for Presentation night
Dave Hobdon (DH):
Questions why the buffet price was so high
PS: £5 per head for 60 people comes up to £300, this was
the price.
Rob Crowther (RC) this will be brought up with the price
of the buffet and the beers at a meeting with Peter
Murphy and Sandra in the New Year, it won’t be
forgotten.
Captain’s reportRC: He explains how proud he was to be asked to be
captain again. Enjoyed the Captains and vice captains he
has met, away days and days out, a well-supported raffle
and Captains day by the members. Groundwork is a

breathe of fresh air and are doing a great job in helping
us move forward together. Thank you Joe Townhill (JT)
for the improvement to the Pro shop, golf studio and
setting up coaching and teaching. Massive course
improvements and membership improvements in the past
year, mentions to Bill Welburn (BW) Dave Hedgecox
and Phil Clarkson for the extra work they do during the
week. Also to the youngsters who have helped Kristian
Smith (KS), Gareth Meens (GM), RD and Andy Gagg
(AG), I would also like to propose something goes to
each of these people as they do a lot of work for nothing,
where other golf courses it’s a job, they do all this in
there spare time. £200 to KS, and £50 to AG, RD, GM as
a thank you gesture. Pro R.C Seconded Rob Wright
All in favour.
Finally a massive thank you and good luck to Brian and
BW.
Ties are presented.
President Report- PS: It was an honour to be asked first
of all and enjoyed every minute of it.
I will start by saying how disappointing it is looking at
the amount of people attending the AGM, and then the
Presentation night the same, a lot of people put a lot of
time into sorting and cleaning the trophies and making
sure it is all organised for the day and for their only to be
“60” people attending the presentation night was not
good enough and we will have to think of new ways to
promote it; maybe using emails sent out to all the
members and being better at social media updates. Thank
you to the past committee members that are leaving,
Dave Green (DG) for all your help running the East

Riding Alliance and Hull and District events. AG, RD
for the hours of time they have spent helping the golf
club, along with GM.
Questions to the floor: Ken Garforth: Can we try and get
some juniors?
JT: We do have 7 regular juniors coming for coaching
and are trying to get the word out more, we had a junior
open last year for the first time in a few years which will
continue this coming year, PS has given a trophy in
which I can run a competition with some of the coaching
juniors to help promote this.
DG: The knockout cups are not getting supported
properly, should we look at shortening the rounds, or
playing finals whenever people are available?
The room had a little discussion and agreed we do need
to try something new to promote more entries.
BC. We need everybody in this room to get more people
into meetings like this and other golfing functions, which
is my aim for the year.
Meeting Finished 8.37pm.

